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Committee of the Whole and Board of Executive Directors
Minutes of the 9 July 2008 meeting

L. A. Moreno, President
D. M. Zelikow, Executive Vice President

H. E. Beteta, Secretary

Consideration of minutes of meetings CGN200S/12, CGA/2008/20, r·EN2008/12, and
DEAJ2008/20

Minutes of meetings CGAl2008/20 and DEAi2008/20 were approved.
Consideration of minutes of meetings CGN2008/12 and DEA-'2008/12 was
postponed.

Items of business

1. Evaluation of IDB action in the hlitiative for Integration of Regional Infrastructure in
South America (URSA). Report of the Vice Chairperson of the Policy and
Evaluation Committee (RE-338, RE-338-1, RE-338-2)

Note was taken of the Chairperson's report and of documents nE-338 and
RE-338-1. The recommendations made in those documents were endorsed.

2. Terms of reference for the independent assessment of IDB investment policies and
practices. Report of the Chairperson of the Budget and Financial Policies Committee
and the First Vice Chairperson of the Policy and Evaluation Committee (GN-2483)

Note was taken of the report and of the terms of reference attached to document tI
GN-2483. The inclusion of this assessment in DVE's work program was
approved, together with an increase in DYE's budget of US$l.l million to finance

-tEe study. --

3. Final report of the Chairperson of the Policy and Evaluation Committee.
1 July 2007 to 30 June 2008 (DR-685)

Note was taken of the report.

4. Final report of the Chairperson of the Organization, Human Resources, and Board
Matters Committee. 1 July 2007 to 30 June 2008 (DR-687)

Note was taken of the report.

Approved on August 6, 2008
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To: The Board of Executive Directors

From: The Secretary

Subject: Terms of Reference for the Independent Assessment of IDB If vestment Policies
and Practices. Report of the Chair of the Budget and Financial Policies
Committee and the First vice Chair of the Policy and Evaluation Committee

Inquiries to: Director Eugenio Diaz-Bonllla (extension 1013) or Director Marcelo
Bisogno (extension 1049)



Report of the Chair of the
Budget and Financial Policies Committee and tile

First vice Chair of the Policy and Evaluation Committee
Terms of Reference for the Independent Assessment of

IDB Investment Policies and Practices

The Chair of the Budget and' Financial Policies Committee and the First vice
Chair of the Policy and Evaluation Committee convened a meeting on
June 26, 2008 to discuss the OVE's role and funding regarding the
assessment of IDB investment policies and practices. The terms of reference,
which are attached to this Chair report for the record, were distributed to
members in both Spanish and English on May 22, 2008, and discussed
initially at an informal meeting of the BUFIPOL on June 19, :2008.

After considerable discussion of the tenus of reference, costs, and the
appropriateness of a sole source procurement, Directors agreed that: (1) the
assessment should be included in OVE's work program; (b) the draft tenus
of reference (attached) should be applied; and (c) Management's upcoming
supplemental budget request (GA-238~5) would include an increase in
OVE's budget of$1.1 million to finance the study.

As Chairs of the BUFIPOL and PEe Committees, each one of us acting
according to the functions of the respective Committees. we recommend
a) that the Board take note of the terms reference; b) that the Board approve
the inclusion of this evaluation in OVE's work program (PEe); and c) that
the Board approve an increase in aVE's 2008 budget of ~n,lmillion to
finance the costs of the study (BUFIPOL).



Terms of Reference for
Independent Assessment of IDB Investment Policies and Practices

BACKGROUND

The Bank's approach to management of its investment portfolio has undergone
significant evolution over the past decade. A 1995 document (FN-502) reviewed the
investment policies of other multilateral development banks and explored a number of
possible changes to policy that the Bank might adopt. In 1997, Managerr.ent proposed,
and the Board approved, a new financial policy on asset-liability management that made
avoidance of interest rate mismatches between the Bank's liquid assets and the Iiabilities
issued by the Bank to fund those assets the centerpiece of its investment policy. This
policy change grew out of substantial prior investment income volatility, and moved the
Bank away from taking interest rate risk (by accepting ALM mismatches) with the intent
of only taking credit spread risk by exploiting the difference between the Bank's credit
raring and the lower credit ratings on securities held in the investment portfolio (GP-120-
2) or by exploiting the premium offered for investing in triple-A rated securities with a
complex repayment schedule r<strucrured notes") compared with investing in traditional
triple-A rated securities (like the Bank's own debt).

According to GP-120~2, the principal reason advanced by Management ror these changes
was to reduce volatility in the Bank's loan charges to borrowers, since other financial
policies then in place made an explicit connection between loan charges to overall net
income. Variations in investment income caused changes to overall income that
necessitated changes in loan charges.

As a part of the policy change, Management also proposed, and the Board adopted, a
broadening of the categories of variable rate assets that the Bank could iwest its liquid
portfolio in. Changes were made to the Board's investment authorization which added
AAA-rated asset-backed and mortgage-backed securities to the mix of possible
instruments that could be held in the investment portfolio, lowered from AAA to AA the
required credit rating on agency debt held in the portfolio, extended in 2306 the final
maturity of bank obligations to 10 years to allow diversification by investing in banks
variable rate bonds (Resolution DE-20/06) and changed the authorization to use futures to
hedge the investment portfolio. CGPftL17-18, Resolution DE-141/97).

Although the new ALM policy framework explicitly altered the risk characteristics ofthe
Bank's investment portfolio, GP-12Q-2 discussed the management of Interest rate risk
almost exclusively, but noted "ALM is not a methodology capable of addressing all of the
potentia/financial risks that an organization may encounter." (paragraph 1.2) The new
policy reduced interest rare risk arising from ALM mismatches, but left the Bank with the
credit and liquidity risk arising from the new permitted instruments. Credit risk was dealt
with by using agency ratings to measure the quality of assets in the portfolio. No capital
was assigned to cover the credit and liquidity risk in the portfolio, on the grounds that
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"liquidity is nor an asset at risk" (paragraph viii), The decision not to assign capital to
covel"risks in the liquid portfolio was reconfirmed by Management in the 2003 new
capital adequacy framework. (FN-568. paragraph 45).

Although no extensive analysis of the risks of me new portfolio was presented to the
Board, Management did institute organizational changes to manage me 1:quidity
portfolio. Modifications to the investment resolution were approved which expanded the
Bank's ability to hedge the investment portfolio (GP-117-18). and a risk management
unit was established in the Finance Department shortly after me adoption of the new
ALM framework.

Alongside these changes to the Banks policies governing how liquid funds were to be
invested, in 2005 Management proposed, and the Board adopted, changes in the policy
governing how much liquidity the Bank should hold (FN-600). The new policy tied
liquidity to the Outstanding Loan Balance, and established a higher minimum and a
higher maximum level of desired liquidity. These changes increased sub stantially the
liquid funds available for investment

From 1997 through 2006, the changes to the investment policy and practice had the effect
of increasing the Bank's earnings on its liquid portfolio, reducing the cost of carrying
liquidity, and reducing the volatility in loan charges caused by changes 1n the earnings on
investments. The positive returns enjoyed by the Bank over this period were primarily the
results of investments in credit instruments yielding higher returns (with the attendant
credit spread risk as allowed by the current strategy) relative to the Bank 's funding costs.
In 2007, spread widening across credit sectors from the ripple effects of the subprime
mortgage crisis caused significant mack-to-market losses in the Bank's portfolio, that
have continued into 2008. Even the most highly rated securities have been impacted,
although the broad "contagion" effect has been more pronounced in stru ctured credit
assets where liquidity and demand quickly dried up.

Such losses were not confined to the IDB. A recent report by an international panel of
senior financial regulators noted that many institutions had incurred losses associated
with problems in the structured asset market, but also noted that some particular risk
management practices helped some firms to deal more successfully witl: the market
turmoil. The report emphasized the value of communication within the firm, reliance on
independent judgment of credit quality combined with a skeptical view of agency ratings,
the development of internal asset pricing systems. and the use of adaptive rather than
static risk management systems. I

In order to understand the interaction between recent market developments and the
policies and practices in place to manage and oversee the Banks investment portfolio, the
Bank's President and Board of Directors have decided to undertake an itdependent
review of recent developments. The review will be carried our by an independent panel of

I Senior Supervisors Group. "Observauon« on Risk Management Practice» during the Recent
Markllt Turbulence" March 6, 2008
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experts, supported by the Bank's Office of Oversight and Evaluation (OVE). The purpose
of the review is to identify policies or practices that may have contributed to the
generation of current mark to market losses and that may need to be modified in the
future to improve investment management in light of the Bank's policy structure and risk
profile, The review will focus on policies. institutional arrangements and investment:
strategies rather than on individual investment transactions.

KEY QUESTIONS

Pane] shall be tasked to
1) Review the Bank's policies and guidelines that related to both the size of and the

investment of the Bank's liquidity;
2) Review the implementation of these policies and guidelines
3) Review the mandate vs, resources, both human and compuratiom.l, devoted to the

management of the portfolio
4) Review the risk analysis tools applied to the portfolio as a whole and the

individual securities that comprise the portfolio
5) Review the oversight, reporting and governance arrangements for Board and

Management: to be kept aware of investment portfolio issues.

This review will be divided into two principal components, one aimed aI providing a full
picture of the historical evolution of investment policy and practice at th e IDB, and a
second aimed at making suggestions for future policy and practice in ligllt of current
market conditions and financial management practices.

The first part of the review will attempt to answer the following broad quesrions:

• Was the 1997 change in investment policy clear, transparent, anu appropriate for
the Bank? Were the tradeoffs between the types of risk taken by the Bank in its
liquid investment portfolio clearly comprehended and explained" Were the
decisions to base policy and guidelines on agency ratings and then not to allocate
capital to the liquidity portfolio appropriate?

• Did the Bank in its Liquidity Policy define why it holds the current amount of
liquidity and if the investments should be layered by "level of liquidity" to
minimize the impact of extreme events?

• How the policy decisions were translated into specific investment Guidelines?
Did these guidelines create appropriate latitude and/or constraints on actual
investment decisions?

• Wel'e the institutional arrangements for the oversight and review of financial
policies in accordance with industry best practice and appropriate for a
multilateral development bank? Was the investment strategy reviewed
periodically and in an appropriate manner by senior management and the Board as
conditions in financial markets changed?
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• Since the policy related to investments was linked to other key financial policies,
did changes in those policies, particularly the capital adequacy policy (adopted in
2003) and the liquidity policy (adopted in 2005), lead to a review by management
and the Board of the investment policy itself?

• What were the major differences in investment policy between the IDB and the
other major multilateral development banks over me period 1997 -2007?

• How were the market, credit and liquidity risks inherent in the investment
portfolio assessed, monitored and mitigated? What reliance was placed on rating
agency judgments? Were these risk management approaches comparable to best
practice in the industry and adequate to the portfolio size and financial goals of
the IDB?

• What techniques were employed to hedge the risks in the investment portfolio,
and were those successful?

• Were the resources (both human. and computational) assigned to investment
management and risk assessment appropriate for the IDB's policy environment,
and how did these compare with other multilateral development Banks?

• How has the continually changing external reporting and acCOUD .ing framework
impacted the reported return on investments as we1l as the management's and
Board's ability to comprehend and follow up on the Bank's invesrment activities?

The second part of the review will add to the historical understanding by reflecting upon
the current state of investment management theory and practice, and bring forward for
consideration by Management and Board suggestions for financial policies appropriate
for the Bank in the current market environment. This part of the review will concentrate
on the Bank's risk/rerum preferences, available tools for portfolio risk assessment, and
the appropriate portfolio composition in light of these institutional preferences,

Both pans of the review will be carried out by an independent external panel of experts to
be identified by aVE. The Board will be informed of panel membership prior to the
conduct of the review, Individuals selected should have backgrounds th.u allow them to
speak with authority on current best practices with relation to the following substantive
areas:

1. Investment and liquidity policies of major financial institutions, including
multilateral development Banks

2. Risk assessment, management and mitigation approaches in current use for
investment portfolios of the approximate size of the IDB

3. Day-to-day management of investment portfolios.
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Tnorder to ensure that the full range of expertise is included on the panel the final group
will consist of 3 to 5 individuals.

For the firs! part of the review, the Pane! will be assisted by OYE staff in reviewing
documents, interviewing staff, and building the historical record. For the second part of
the review, the Panel will be supported by a financial advisory firm which will be
commissioned to examine alternative portfolio choices consistent with tl.e Bank's
financial objectives, constraints and comparative advantage, and subject these alternative
choices to a variety of stress test scenarios and to perform any other anal ytical tests
required. The results of this review will be included as an annex to the panel's final
report, along with comments by the panel en the alternative scenarios presented,


